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Immersion as Hypnosis. The Evolution 
of a Theoretical and Cinematic 
Stereotype in Silent Cinema 
To take up the idea of this conference call, if one compares the media shift to cinema around and after 
1900 with the media transformations of the so-called "digital revolution ," and if one scrutinises these "two 
radically distinct but strangely similar developments one hundred years apart," among much else one 
phenomenon in particular becomes evident: as soon as theory begins to take an interest in a new medium, the 
latter is considered in terms of its power to absorb the spectator (today's media user) in a virtual world. The 
current expression describing this effect is immersion. The key term with which a similar effect was attributed 
to film a hundred years ago was hypnosis. With the transition to a more complex narration around 1910, film 
was ascribed a hypnotic or, to use a related term, suggestive power, signifying more or less what today's theorists 
mean by "immersion." 
Many theorists of the digital age consider the interactivity of digital media as the foundation of immersion in 
producing absorption into a virtual world. For Berlin media philosopher Sybille Kramer, "immersion" is a 
technique "through which we not only look at images, but may also [imaginatively] enter the image space 
and act on its surroundings without any (noticeable) time lag." l Undoubtedly, interactivity is a new element 
in play. But one also has to agree with Marie-Laure Ryan, who in her book Narrative as Virtual Reality does 
not consider interactivity a precondition for the immersive experience, but distinguishes between "spatial 
immersion," "temporal immersion" and "emotional immersion, " and relates these concepts to older media. 
One has to agree with her assessment that "in contemporary culture, moving pictures are the most immersive 
of all media."2 
A century ago, the metaphor of hypnosis was used - and particularly popular with German-speaking 
theoreticians - in coming to terms with the immersive experience of cinema.} The background of this was the 
late 19th century's intellectual obsession with hypnosis, an obsession which by the way has contributed towards 
establishing modern psychology as a clistinct academic discipline. Recently, Stefan Andriopoulos has described 
this historical setting in great detai1.4 He has explored to which extent the idea of hypnosis affected the various 
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discourses, ranging from literature and theatre to law, und how they mutually reinforced one another (the main 
fascination being fantasies of crime committed under hypnosis). 
Hence, it is hardly astonishing that cinema (and the cinematic experience) was conceived of in terms of 
hypnotism. At first sight, it might seem rather more surprising that this did not occur until after 1910, especially 
since the narrative motif or the attraction of "hypnosis" had already migrated to the screen around 1895 . Let 
me therefore explore the reasons for this historical lag. 
First of all, and to take up a fundamental idea of Andre Gaudreault, this is related to cinema's specific 
intermediality in its founding years.5 Personal media transfers are one aspect , such as that by George Albert 
Smith, who, as Frank Gray has shown, moved from being a stage hypnotist in Brighton to becoming a 
filmmaker.6 Thus, the transfer of his former displays to film very much suggested itself. This is the case with, 
for instance, The Mesmerist, or Body and Soul (G. A. Smith, 1898), of which regrettably only a catalogue 
description remains. According to the catalogue, the film presents the following: "Professor mesmerises a little 
girl and proceeds to draw her 'spirit ' from her body. Little girl's spirit leaves her body and walks over the 
furniture. 'Spirit,' which is guite transparent, is finally conducted by the body . .. "7 Obviously, we are dealing 
here with an early use of double exposure, which more than hints at the film's final turn to the occult. 
Another reason for media transfers is simply that the theme was already successful in other popular media. 
Thus, George du Maurier's novel Trilby about the demonic hypnotist Svengali, published in 1894, had become a 
bestseller - according to Elaine Showalter even the "first modem bestseller in American publishing, and the firs t 
to use [. .. J marketing technigues."8 This success, which as in other cases rested on the fascination and myth of the 
externally controlled, hypnotised and will-less subject, was immediately followed up by Edison. In 1895 alone, he 
produced three films based on topics in Trilby, among them Trilby Hypnotlc Scene. And there were more to come 
in the following years. Melies, too, as early as 1897 turns to hypnosis in Le Magnetiseur, and recycles the theme a 
decade later in The Hypnotist's Revenge (1909). In 1909, Griffith films The Criminal Hypnotist (which unfortunately 
has only survived as a paper print), and Max Linder stages himself in two corresponding films , Le Domestique 
hypnotiseur in 1907, and Max hypnotise in 1910. These are just a few examples from a multitude of similar films , 
while into the 1920s (and beyond) Trilby was directly or indirectly adapted numerous tinles. 
So if the hypnotic motif was displayed by these films, why is the medium film described in terms of hypnotism 
only much later? 
Among German-speaking theorists, this roughly occurs with the transition to the long feature format in 
1911/12, at a time therefore, when the discourse on hypnotism in psychology - beginning with Charcot's death 
in 1893 - had long since passed its peak and was now by many psychologists considered dubious. Perhaps it is 
precisely this aspect which allows film theory's discourse on hypnosis to voice criticism and scepticism about 
the new medium and its immersive powers: "Exhausted and nervous as if from excessive labour, at 11 0 ' clock 
I got up from my seat and left; staggering, like waking up from deep hypnosis. "9 
This is how the social reformer Victor Noack in 1912 describes the state of immersion in film through 
tremendous and involuntary, concentrated attention, and (similar to current video game sceptics) expresses 
concern about its effects on mental health. At the same time Robert Gaupp, professor of psychiatry at 
Tlibingen, locates the basis of such dangerously hypnotic immersion in the combination of film's photographic 
imagery and the structure of the cinematic apparatus: 
Cinema presents I . .J everything as If illCi1l'11ate be/ore our eyes, leith the most / avourable psvchologlca! comfitiom jill' 
deep and o/ten suItailled suggestive e//ects: the darkened room, the monotonous sound, the /lashy, hlo!l'·hy-hI01// 
Iuccession 0/ exciting scenes lull the receptive milld's critical senses. Frequently, the drama's content is j;ltallr IlIi!,geIticc 
to the youth/ZI! mind'I will-less absorption. 10 
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In Gaupp, concern about the harmfulness of deep immersion - in his words: damage to "nervous health" - is 
combined with fears about the film's content exerting socially "harmful suggestive powers." Ultimately, other 
theorists sharing this concern, recommend the production of films which, on their terms, would transmit 
positive suggestions. Hence, in following Gustave Le Bon's mass psychology, II the conservative social reformer 
Hermann Duenschmann could regard cinema as a mechanized version of Le Bon's leader of the crowd, who 
through hypnosis and suggestion alone would be able to contain the destructive masses. 12 
Not until Hugo Miinsterberg's book The Photoplay of 1916, based in the tradition of German idealist 
aesthetics, would a different approach come into play, which continues to inform film theories using the 
metaphor of hypnosis until today. The reason for this must be that the American-German Miinsterberg - in 
distinction from his academic colleagues at the time in Germany - was willing to positively associate film with 
"art,"1J and to maintain an open-minded approach to "hypnosis." 
In an essay of 1908, he characterised hypnosis as amounting to an extremely focused attention slipping into a 
state of trance and immersion: "Science understands to-day that the facts of hypnotism are [ ... J narrowly 
related to the experiences of absorbing attention, vivid imagination, and obedient will, and, on the other side, 
to sleep and dreams and mental aberration."14 
As Jonathan Crary has shown, this notion of hypnosis follows older theorists such as Hippolyte Bernheim and 
Auguste Liebeault, who stipulated that hypnotism is based on an unusual degree of concentrated "fixed 
attention," which is suggestively guided to lead to 'a sleeplike state in which attention was immobilized or 
isolated' from external activity." 15 
According to Miinsterberg's film theory, a similar situation seems ideal to the aesthetic experience - namely the 
state in which the subject, isolated from daily life, is absorbed by the "world" of the art work: thus, immersion 
in today's sense. Through the means of close-up, flashback, flashforward and editing, film is now predestined 
to guide the viewer's attention. In the technique of the close-up, Miinsterberg sees nothing less than an analogy 
to the act of concentrated attention. To him, film art therefore defines itself in that "voluntary attention is 
eliminated from the sphere of art and that the audience is necessarily following the lead of an attention which 
receives all its cues from the work of art itself and which therefore acts involuntarily."16 
Cinema thus establishes a hermetic sphere of perception full of powerful imaginative experiences which are 
distinctly guided by the filmic apparatus. Virtually engulfing the viewer's consciousness, during the viewing 
process film eliminates all attention from the external world. As a result: "On great and fundamental suggestion 
is working [ ... J as much as [ ... J the photoplay suggests to the mind of the spectator that is more than mere play, 
that it is life which we \vitness."17 
Miinsterberg's notion of a proximity of filmic experience and hypnotic experience is self-evident. 
This idea is related to a fundamental concern of the German aesthetics of empathy (Ein/uhlungsi:isthetik) 
booming around the turn of the century, though initially without reference to cinema. An early representative 
of this approach, Karl Groos, was convinced that aesthetic enjoyment means complete "submersion and seIf-
abandon," 18 though it would never lead to a confusion of semblance and reality or complete deception, because 
illusion and reality are of different qualities. 
This idiosyncratic distinction was also important to Miinsterberg. For him, the state of quasi-hypnotic 
immersion was not a simple analogy of real-life experience, but rather a "suspension of reality."19 In other 
words, he stresses the simultaneity of both the power of illusion and the derealisation of experience, while only 
the latter allows for the metadiegetic recognition of the quality of the aesthetic expression, i.e. of visual texture, 
the aesthetic quality of the images, etc. This, by the way, is also a requisite for the experience being playful. 
Interestingly, this thread is related to a discursive motif which the media debates on virtual reality of the past 
two decades have been obsessed with: the supposed indistinguishability of simulation and reality, which 
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significantly has become the most popular theme of science-fiction film. In this respect, both the representatives 
of the aesthetics of empathy and Munsterberg were already more advanced. Just as in later years Jean Epstein 
(in the 20s and 40s),2° Roland Barthes (in 1975 in "En sortant du cinema")21 and nowadays Raymond Bellour,22 
Miinsterberg argues for a psychic oscillation which does not naively consider the hypnotic as complete 
immersion, but as a simultaneity of an interior and external look. Barthes called this a pre-hypnotic experience 
with "amorous distance"23 to the artefact. 
It is a characteristic of Munsterberg's that he also considers hypnosis as a filmic subject (i.e. as content), in 
describing the medium's immersive (or hypnotic) powers. 
If we see on the screen a man hypnotized in the doctor's office, the patient himself may lie there with closed eyes, nothing 
in his features expressing his emotional setting [, . .1. But If now only the doctor and the patient remain unchanged and 
steady, while everything in the whole room begins at first to tremble and then to wave and to change its form more and 
more rapidly so that a feeling of dizziness comes over us and an uncanny, ghastly unnaturalness overcomes the whole 
surrounding of the hypnotized person, we ourselves become seized by strange emotion. 24 
In retrospect, we may read this passage as an indirect description of the transition in film history from the 
cinema of attractions to the cinema of narrative integration , or, from a different perspective, from an ostensive 
to an immersive mode of presentation (in German we speak of "Ostentation" versus "Immersion"). To 
illustrate this transition, the filmic presentation of the hypnotic motif is probably better suited than any other. 
This may be illustrated by comparing three films , which can be seen as marking a beginning, the transition , and 
an end point. L1 Alice Guy's Chez Ie magnitiseur (1898), hypnosis is still very much presented in the 19th_ 
century tradition of a performance as visual pleasure, as a spectacle viewed from without. Presented in long 
shot, with the hypnotist performing laterally to the line of sight, the film completely focuses on the gestures of 
his arms and hands as fixation media - and not, as actually practised in hypnosis at the time, on eye fixation 
(fig. 3). The iconographic link to the stage magician is obvious. Not surprisingly, this type of presentation with 
the performance at right angles and the gestural play of outstretched arms and hands would remain the typical 
form of such display for years to come (and may still be observed in, for example, Le Hussard somnambule, 
1910, anonymous). 
This mode of presenting hypnosis in film did not alter until the 1910s, when cinema began to develop more 
complex forms of narration by shifting away from ostensive presentation and, through camerawork and editing, 
producing an immersive and potentially subjective diegesis. An instance of this transition can be found in the 
episode Les Yeux qui fascinent (1915/ 16) in Lows Feuillade's serial Les Vampires. Here, hypnosis is staged less 
by means of the hands than through the eyes, but the hypnotist's line of sight still remains lateral to the audience's 
point of view (fig. 4). Only at the beginning of the scene is the hypnotic power of the gaze presented to us 
through an extended medium close-up of the character staring into and fixing the camera (and therefore us as 
viewers). But this functions more as an emblematic exhibition of the character's legendary ability to step out of 
the diegetic space and to confirm the intertitle visually: "Moreno 's gaze had a terrible power." In other words, 
the persisting tradition of the ostensive cinema of attractions is combined here with early immersive approaches. 
Soon after, film begins to develop its own hypnotic e/fects (to use the term of the time) in the mise-en-scene of 
(not only, but significantly also) hypnosis. Now, quite in the spirit of Miinsterberg's invented example, close-
ups and extreme close-ups of eyes, fades and vignettes, camera movements and editing are used extensively. 
The climax of this trend is the famous hypnosis sequence in Fritz Lang's Dr. Mabuse, der SpieLer (Dr. Mabuse, 
the Gambler, 1922). Here, everything is aimed at fixing and guiding the audience's attention through filmic 
means. Similar to Miinsterberg's description of narrative-immersive cinema, psychological effects are quasi pre-
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programmed on film which the viewers then have to follow through by involuntary attention. Thus, for example, 
district attorney Wenk's concentrated look at Mabuse is represented by a shot in which the latter's face in front of 
il black background expands to fin ally fill the entire screen, or by an extreme close-up of Mabuse's eyes with the 
fnlme's edges in black matte. AlJ of these instances no longer function as a pure representation of hypnotic-
suggestive effects which the filmic characters are exposed to, but are also aimed at us as viewers . We are subjected 
ro the apparatus guiding our attention , which supposedly - as contemporary reviewers repeatedly asserted -
includes suggestive effects on us, the audience. It is like an emblem of this development that the hypnotist now 
rums around and through his eyes seems to address the camera directly, as if hypnotizing US. 25 
FinaUy, and to return to the question posed at the outset, it is hardly coincidental that only with the transition to 
immersive filmmaking the "hypnotic power" of the cinema becomes an issue and a prominent metaphor for 
describing those effects of film which today are debated under the heading of "immersion. " And it is even less 
of a coincidence that it should be Munsterberg, the first and leading theorist of thl~' new cinema, who was to 
conceptualise the "hypnotic" and suggestive impact of the medium in a fashion which would become the 
standard in film theory. 
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